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(A)  For the loans the company has tied up with 

various banks as this will offer easy and early 

access of loans to the users directly via the 

app. 

(B)  The company also claims that only few lucky 

winners will be able to win the full amount. 

(C)  To be eligible for the reward, users need to 

make P2P transactions, payments to other 

bank accounts, payments to merchants using 

cash mode and payments to bank account of 

merchants using the Google Tez UPI ID. 

(D)  The company has announced that the 

customers can stand a chance to win rewards 

of up to Rs 1,00,000 if they transact using 

Google Pay.  

(E)  In order get the reward users need to make a 

minimum of five transactions using Google 

Pay till 9AM on September 18.  

(F)  As per the Google Pay offer, the company is 

giving a total of 50 million rewards and the 

reward denomination varies from Rs 5 to Rs 

1,00,000.  

(G)  Along with the rewards, the Google Pay app 

is also offering instant loans.  

 Correct order- DECFBGA 

 

(A)  and more too are turning them into virtual 

powerhouses. Wonder which among these 

are the very best smartphones available in 

India right now?  

(B)  Many of us do most of our work on this 

gadget.  

(C)  These are the smartphones that not only 

boast of top-notch specifications in their 

price segment,  

(D)  Our list below ranks the top smartphones 

available in the country across price 

categories.  

(E)  but their performance also matches their 

impressive specs. 

(F)  The smartphones' growing processing power 

like 6GB RAM, 2TB storage, hecta-core 

processors  

(G)  Smartphones these days have become mini-

computers.  

 Correct order- GBFADCE 
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